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Effective Hamiltonian for fermions in an optical lattice across Feshbach resonance
L.-M. Duan
FOCUS center and MCTP, Department of Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
We derive the Hamiltonian for cold fermionic atoms in an optical lattice across a broad Feshbach
resonance, taking into account of both multiband occupations and neighboring-site collisions. Under
typical configurations, the resulting Hamiltonian can be dramatically simplified to an effective single-
band model, which describes a new type of resonance between the local dressed molecules and the
valence bond states of fermionic atoms at neighboring sites. On different sides of such a resonance,
the effective Hamiltonian is reduced to either a t-J model for the fermionic atoms or an XXZ model
for the dressed molecules. The parameters in these models are experimentally tunable in the full
range, which allows for observation of various phase transitions.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Fi, 67.40.-w, 32.80.Pj, 39.25+k
Recently, there are many exciting advances in the ul-
tracold atoms physics [1, 2]. For these developments,
two experimental control techniques play the critical role:
one is the Feshbach resonance to control the interaction
magnitude between the atoms [3], and the other is the
optical lattice to introduce diverse interaction configura-
tions [4]. It is natural to consider combination of these
two techniques, and indeed, significant efforts have been
put forward towards this direction [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
A fundamental problem along this direction is to de-
rive an appropriate Hamiltonian for this strongly inter-
acting system which can serve as the starting point for
further investigations. A number of generalizations of
the Hubbard model have been proposed to describe this
system by including the on-site atom-molecule coupling,
typically ignoring the upper-band occupations [5, 6] (see
the comment in Ref. [7]). These generalizations may
model physics associated with a very narrow resonance,
however, they are not adequate to describe typical broad
Feshbach resonance, such as for 40K or 6Li. For the latter
case, first, one needs to include all the multiband coupling
terms even if the system temperature is well below the
band gap. The reason is that the strong atom-molecule
coupling results in population of the upper bands (the
on-site coupling rate is typically larger than the band
gap) [7]. Second, one also needs to include the atom-
molecule coupling from the neighboring sites which has
been ignored in all the previous works. We will see that
off-site atom-molecule coupling is typically larger than
the atom tunnelling rate, and inclusion of these off-site
interactions leads to qualitatively different physics.
In this paper we rigorously derive the interaction
Hamiltonian for fermionic atoms in an optical lattice
across a broad Feshbach resonance, taking into account of
both multiband couplings and off-site interactions. The
strong on-site interaction between the atoms make them
first form local dressed molecules. Under typical experi-
mental conditions, we then derive an effective single-band
Hamiltonian, describing the resonant interaction between
the local dressed molecules and the valence bonds (sin-
glets) of fermions at neighboring sites [10]. In this ef-
fective single-band resonance model (different from the
conventional Feshbach resonance), multi-band occupa-
tions have been incorporated through the local dressed
molecule states. On different sides of this resonance, the
effective Hamiltonian is reduced to either a t-J model for
the fermionic atoms or an XXZ (anisotropic Heisenberg)
model for the dressed molecules, opening up the prospect
of using this system to probe some fundamental physics
associated with the latter two models.
We consider fermionic atoms with two internal states
labelled by the spin index σ =↑, ↓. The atoms are
loaded into an optical lattice, and tuned close to a
Feshbach resonance by an external magnetic field.
The Hamiltonian, in terms of the field operators
Ψ(m) (r) ,Ψ
(a)
σ (r) respectively for the bare molecules and
the fermionic atoms, then has the form H = H0 + HI ,
with H0 =
∑
σ=↑,↓
∫
Ψ
(a)†
σ (Ta + Va)Ψ
(a)
σ d3r +∫
Ψ(m)† (Tm + Vm + νb) Ψ
(m)d3r and HI =(
α
∫
Ψ(m)†Ψ
(a)
↑ Ψ
(a)
↓ d
3
r+h.c.
)
+Ubg
∫
Ψ
(a)†
↓ Ψ
(a)†
↑ Ψ
(a)
↑ Ψ
(a)
↓ d
3
r.
In the above expression, the kinetic energy Ta = 2Tm =
−h¯2∇2/2m (m is the atom mass), and the potential
energy Va = Vm/2 = V0
[
sin2 k0x+ sin
2 k0y + sin
2 k0z
]
.
The Va and Vm are due to the optical lattice potential
from far-off-resonant laser beams with a wave vector
k0 = 2π/λ. For simplicity of the notation, the potential
depth V0 is assumed to be the same along the x, y, z
directions. The detuning νb of the bare molecules can
be controlled by an external magnetic field B. The
atom-molecule coupling rate α and the atom back-
ground scattering rate Ubg are determined from the
atom scattering length as α =
√
4πh¯2µcoW |ab| /m,
Ubg = 4πh¯
2ab/m, where we have assumed the atom
scattering length near Feshbach resonance takes the form
as = ab (1−W/ (B −B0)), with ab, the background
scattering length, B0, the resonance point, W , the
resonance width, and µco, the difference of the atom
magnetic moments between the closed and the open
scattering channels.
The filed operators Ψ
(a)
σ and Ψ(m) can be expanded
with the Wannier functions associated with the lattice
potential in the forms Ψ
(a)
σ (r) =
∑
ip aipσw
(a)
p (r− ri),
Ψ(m) (r) =
∑
ip bipw
(m)
p (r− ri), where w(a)p (r− ri) ≡
2w
(a)
px (x− xi)w(a)py (y − yi)w(a)pz (z − zi) (w(m)p (r− ri))
are the Wannier functions for atoms (molecules) at the
site ri with p ≡ (px, py, pz) labelling different lattice
bands, and aipσ (bip) are the associated mode operators.
With these expansions, the Hamiltonian H0 then has the
form H0 =
∑
ip
(
ǫ
(m)
p + νb
)
b†ipbip+
∑
ipσ ǫ
(a)
p a
†
ipσaipσ +∑
ip
∑
j∈N(i)
(
t
(m)
p b
†
ipbip +
∑
σ t
(a)
p a
†
ipσajpσ
)
up to
the nearest-neighbor tunnelling, where N (i) de-
notes the neighboring sites of i, ǫ
(m)
p = ǫ
(a)
p ≈
[2(px + py + pz) + 3]
√
V0Er under the harmonic approx-
imation to the potential well (Er ≡ h¯2k20/2m is the atom
recoil energy), and the tunnelling rates t
(m)
p , t
(a)
p can be
determined through the standard band calculation (see
Fig. 1 and Ref. [13]).
In the expansion for HI , usually one ignores all
the terms except the ones for the on-site interaction.
However, for typical broad Feshbach resonance, the
nearest-neighbor atom-molecule coupling rates c
(am)
1;pss′ ≡
α
∫
w
(m)∗
p (r)w
(a)
s (r)w
(a)
s′
(r− δr) d3r (|δr| ≡ |rj − ri| is
the lattice constant) can be significantly larger than the
atom tunnelling rates t
(a)
p , and thus should not be ne-
glected. To see that, we have numerically calculated
the exact Wannier functions and their overlaps, and
some of the results are shown in Fig. 1. The calcu-
lation clearly shows that the neighboring couplings are
not negligible. For instance, for the lowest band with
p = s = s′=(0, 0, 0), the rates c
(am)
1;pss′ and t
(a)
p scale with
the potential depth V0/Er by roughly the same expo-
nential form, and the ratios between them are estimated
to be c
(am)
1;pqs/t
(a)
p ≈ 10
√
V0/Er (1.4
√
V0/Er) respec-
tively for 6Li (40K) (see Fig. 1). For this estimation,
we have taken the following parameters for 6Li (40K):
W = 180G (8G), ab = −2000aB (170aB), λ = 1µm
(0.8µm), µco ≈ 2µB (µB: Bohr magneton; aB: Bohr
radius). So, we include here all the nearest neighbor cou-
pling terms in the expansion for HI . The next nearest
neighbor couplings can be safely neglected unless the lat-
tice potential is very weak with V0/Er < 3. Up to this
order, the interaction Hamiltonian HI is expressed as
HI =
∑
ipqs
(
c
(am)
0;pss′b
†
ipais↑ais′↓ + h.c.
)
+
∑
ipqss′
c
(aa)
0;pqss′a
†
ip↓a
†
iq↑ais↑ais′↓
+
∑
i
∑
j∈N(i)



∑
pss′
c
(am)
1;pss′b
†
ip +
∑
pqss′
c
(aa)
1;pqss′a
†
ip↓a
†
iq↑

 (ais↑ajs′↓ − ais↓ajs′↑) +∑
pss′
c
(am)
2;pss′b
†
ipajs↑ajs′↓ + h.c.


+
∑
ipqss′
∑
j∈N(i)
[
c
(aa)
2;pqss′a
†
ip↓a
†
iq↑ajs↑ajs′↓ + c
(aa)
3;pqss′a
†
ip↓a
†
jq↑ (ais↑ajs′↓ − ais↓ajs′↑)
]
, (1)
where c
(am)
0;pss′ ≡ α
∫
w
(m)∗
p (r)w
(a)
s (r)w
(a)
s′
(r) d3r, c
(am)
2;pss′ ≡ α
∫
w
(m)∗
p (r+ δr)w
(a)
s (r)w
(a)
s′
(r) d3r, c
(aa)
0;pqss′ ≡
Ubg
∫
w
(a)∗
p (r)w
(a)∗
q (r)w
(a)
s (r)w
(a)
s′
(r) d3r, c
(aa)
1;pqss′ ≡ Ubg
∫
w
(a)∗
p (r)w
(a)∗
q (r)w
(a)
s (r)w
(a)
s′
(r− δr) d3r, c(aa)2;pqss′ ≡
Ubg
∫
w
(a)∗
p (r)w
(a)∗
q (r)w
(a)
s (r− δr)w(a)s′ (r− δr) d3r, c(aa)3;pqss′ ≡ (Ubg)
∫
w
(a)∗
p (r)w
(a)∗
q (r− δr)w(a)s (r)w(a)s′ (r− δr) d3r.
The above Hamiltonian seems extremely complicated,
however, we show now that under typical experimen-
tal conditions it can be dramatically simplified. To
make this possible, first we note there are several
different energy scales in this system, including the
on-site interaction energy Eon ∼ c(am)0;pss′ , the band
gap Ebg ∼ 2
√
V0Er, the off-site interaction energy
Eoff ∼ c(am)1;pss′ , and the atom tunnelling rate Et ∼ t(a)p .
In experiments, the energy scale set by Eon, Ebg is
typically much higher than the one set by Eoff , Et. So
we take the approximation (Eon, Ebg) ≫ (Eoff , Et). In
this case, we can first solve the single-site Hamiltonian
Hi =
∑
p
[(
ǫ
(m)
p + νb
)
b†ipbip +
∑
σ ǫ
(a)
p a
†
ipσaipσ
]
+∑
pqs
(
c
(am)
0;pss′b
†
ipais↑ais′↓ + h.c.
)
+∑
pqss′
c
(aa)
0;pqss′a
†
ip↓a
†
iq↑ais↑ais′↓ on the site i. We
assume that the average atom filling number n of the
lattice is smaller than 2. If a site has a single atom
on the pth band, its energy is just given by ǫ
(a)
p . If
two atoms occupy the same site, they will form a local
dressed molecule state, which in general can be written
in the form |Ψiµ〉 = d†iµ |0〉, where |0〉 denotes the
vacuum state and the dressed molecule creation operator
d†iµ ≡
∑
p
χµpb
†
ip+
∑
pq
γµpqa
†
ip↓a
†
iq↑. In this expression
for d†iµ, the superposition coefficients χµp, γµpq, with
the normalization
∑
p
χ∗µpχµ′p +
∑
pq
γ∗µpqγµ′pq = δµµ′ ,
are determined by solving the Schrodinger equation
Hi |Ψiµ〉 = Eµ |Ψiµ〉 [14], where µ labels different
eigenstates with the corresponding eigen-energy Eµ.
This kind of two-particle equation has been solved
in Ref. [7] with a Harmonic approximation to the
potential well. Here, we only need to mention two
general features of the local dressed molecule states:
first, the eigen-energies Eµ of the dressed molecule can
3FIG. 1: The normalized atom tunnelling rate tn ≡ t(a)0 /Er
(the subscript 0 means the lowest band), and the normalized
overlaps between the atomic and the molecular Wannier func-
tions u0 ≡
√
λ/2
∫ (
w
(m)
0 (x)
)
∗
(
w
(a)
0 (x)
)2
dx (on-site) and
u1 ≡
√
λ/2
∫ (
w
(m)
0 (x)
)
∗
w
(a)
0 (x)w
(a)
0 (x+ λ/2) dx (neigh-
boring sites) shown as a function of the lattice depth V0 in
the unit of the atom recoil energy Er. The “o”,“×”,“+”
points denote the exact results from the numerical calcu-
lation, and the dashed curves show the fits from the for-
mula tn ≃
(
3.5/
√
pi
)
(V0/Er)
3/4 exp
(
−2
√
V0/Er
)
, u0 ≃
0.77 (V0/Er)
1/4, u1 ≃ 0.52 (V0/Er)3/4 exp
(
−2
√
V0/Er
)
.
be tuned by the external magnetic field B through their
dependence on νb, although such a dependence is in
general nonlinear; second, the energy difference between
the adjacent eigenvalues Eµ is typically of the order of
the band gap energy Ebg.
We consider the case with one of the eigen-energies,
say Eµ0 , pretty close to the two-atom free energy 2ǫ
(a)
p0
on a certain band p0, i.e., we tune the magnetic field
B to satisfy the condition
∣∣∣Eµ0 (B)− 2ǫ(a)p0 ∣∣∣ ≪ Ebg , as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The µ0 and p0 can be chosen re-
spectively as the ground state of the dressed molecule
and the lattice lowest band, although they are not sub-
ject to such a restriction. Under the above condition,
if the atoms start in the band p0, their state evolution
will be restricted in the Hilbert subspace involving only
the excitations of the modes d†iµ0 and a
†
ip0σ
, as all the
other states are significantly detuned by a energy scale
of (Eon, Ebg) which is much larger than (Eoff , Et) [15].
So each site can only take four possible states, given by
|0〉, |σ〉 ≡ a†ip0σ |0〉 (σ =↑, ↓), and |d〉 ≡ d
†
iµ0
|0〉. We can
then project the full Hamiltonian H = H0 +HI into the
physical subspace specified by the projector P ≡⊗i Pi,
with Pi ≡ |0〉i 〈0|+|↑〉i 〈↑|+|↓〉i 〈↓|+|d〉i 〈d|. After such a
projection, the effective Hamiltonian Heff ≡ PHP takes
the form
Heff =
∑
i
∆(B) d†idi +
∑
i
∑
j∈N(i)
[(
gd†i (ai↑aj↓ − ai↓aj↑) + h.c.
)
+ tdPd
†
idjP
]
+
∑
i
∑
j∈N(i)
[
ta
∑
σ
Pa†iσajσP + tda
∑
σ
d†idja
†
jσaiσ + cdnidnjd + ca (ninj/4− si · sj)
]
, (2)
where we have used the simplified notations di ≡ diµ0 , aiσ = aip0σ, ∆ (B) ≡ Eµ0 (B) − 2ǫ(a)p0 (the atom
energy zero point has been shifted to coincide with ǫ
(a)
p0
), and defined the number and the spin operators
nid ≡ d†idi, ni ≡
∑
σ a
†
iσaiσ, si ≡
∑
σσ′ a
†
iσσσσ′aiσ′/2 with the Pauli matrix σ =(σx, σy, σz). The param-
eters in the Hamiltonian Heff are given by g = γ
∗
µ0p0p0
t
(a)
p0 /2 +
∑
q
χ∗µ0qc
(am)
1;qp
0
p0
+
∑
qs
γ∗µ0qsc
(aa)
1;qsp
0
p0
, td =∑
q
|χµ0q|2 t(m)q +2Re(
∑
qss′
χ∗µ0qc
(am)
2;qss′γµ0s′s) +
∑
pqss′
γ∗µ0pqc
(aa)
2;pqss′γµ0s′s, ta = t
(a)
p0
, tda = −
∑
q
∣∣γµ0qp0∣∣2 t(a)q
−2Re(∑
qs
χ∗µ0qc
(am)
1;qp
0
s
γµ0sp0) − 2Re(
∑
pqs
γ∗µ0pqc
(aa)
1;pqp
0
s
γµ0sp0), cd =
∑
pp′qq′ss′
γ∗µ0pp′γ
∗
µ0q′q
c
(aa)
3;pqss′γµ0sp′γµ0q′s′ ,
ca = c
(aa)
3;p0p0p0p0
.
The Hamiltonian Heff represents an effective single-
band model, but it has incorporated multi-band infor-
mation into its parameters through the structure coef-
ficients χµ0p,γµ0pq of the local dressed molecules. This
Hamiltonian contains no on-site interactions as they have
been exactly taken into account into the structure of the
dressed molecules. As one tunes ∆ (B) through the mag-
netic field, the HamiltonianHeff describes a crossing res-
onance between the local dressed molecules di and the
atomic valence bonds ai↑aj↓ − ai↓aj↑ on the neighbor-
ing sites. This resonance may have a richer structure
than the conventional Feshbach resonance between the
bare molecules and the free atoms as first, the dressed
molecule here has been a complicated superposition of
the bare molecules and the local Cooper pairs, and sec-
ond, the resonance to valence bonds on neighboring sites
may introduce rich configurations depending on the lat-
tice geometry.
The Hamiltonian Heff supports rich physics. Its de-
tailed study will be presented elsewhere. Here, we investi-
4FIG. 2: Illustration of resonance between the local dressed
molecules and the atom valence bonds on neighboring sites.
gateHeff in two limiting cases with the detuning |∆(B)|
significantly larger than the neighboring coupling rate g.
We can see already rich phase diagrams from Heff in
these limiting cases. First, we consider the case with
the population dominantly in the atoms and the local
dressed molecules only virtually excited due to the large
detuning ∆ (B) (the lattice filling number n ≤ 1 in this
case). We can then reduce Heff to an effective Hamil-
tonian involving only the atomic operators aiσ. For this
purpose, we define the projection operator Pa ≡
⊗
i P
(a)
i
with P
(a)
i ≡ |0〉i 〈0|+ |↑〉i 〈↑|+ |↓〉i 〈↓|, and keep the terms
up to the order of |g|2 /∆(B) in the projection. The
reduced Hamiltonian can be derived through either the
second-order perturbation or a canonical transformation
[11], and it takes the form of the famous t-J model
HtJ =
∑
i;j∈N(i)
[
ta
∑
σ
Paa
†
iσajσPa + J (si · sj − ninj/4)
]
,
(3)
where the parameter J = −ca − 2 |g|2 /∆(B) [16]. In
HtJ , we have not included the 3-site nonlinear tunnelling
H3 =
[
− |g|2 /∆(B)
]∑
i
∑
j,k∈N(i)
(
a†i↑a
†
k↓ − a†i↓a†k↑
)
×
(ai↑aj↓ − ai↓aj↑), which is usually omitted in the liter-
ature [17]. The t-J model plays a fundamental role in
study of high Tc superconductivity [10, 11, 12]. De-
pending on the ratio ta/J , the atom filling n, and the
lattice dimension and geometry, the t-J model shows
rich phase diagrams, including, for instance, the atomic
anti-ferromagnetic phase, the d-wave superconductivity
[18], and likely the resonating valence bond (RVB) states
[10, 11]. The t-J model was previously derived as the
strong interaction limit of the Hubbard model [10, 12].
Here, although our basic Hamiltonian Heff does not re-
semble any forms of the Hubbard model, we get exactly
the same reduced Hamiltonian as the t-J model; further-
more, our atomic realization of the t-J model is not sub-
ject to the constraint J ≪ ta as is the case from the
Hubbard model. All the parameters here can be exper-
imentally tuned in the full range, which, together with
the easy control of the lattice dimension and geometry,
makes this system the ideal test bed for many outstand-
ing predictions and hypotheses associated with the t-J
model.
We now consider another limiting case of our basic
Hamiltonian Heff with the population dominantly in
the dressed molecules and the atoms only virtually ex-
cited (still, |∆(B)| ≫ |g|). In this case, we define
the molecule projection operator Pm ≡
⊗
i P
(m)
i with
P
(m)
i ≡ |0〉i 〈0|+ |d〉i 〈d|. Up to the order of |g|2 /∆(B),
the reduced Hamiltonian for the dressed molecules has
the form
Hm =
∑
i

∆′nid + ∑
j∈N(i)
(
t′dPmd
†
idjPm + c
′
dnidnjd
)
(4)
where t′d = td + 2 |g|2 /∆(B) , c′d = cd − 2 |g|2 /∆(B),
and ∆′ = ∆(B) + 2nc |g|2 /∆(B) (nc is the lattice
coordination number). This Hamiltonian describes
hard-core bosons with neighboring interactions, and
it is identical to the magnetic XXZ model HXXZ =
(t′d/4)
∑
i
[
BeffZi +
∑
j∈N(i) (XiXj + YiYj + δzZiZj)
]
,
(δz = c
′
d/t
′
d, Beff = 2 (∆
′ + ncc
′
d) /t
′
d) for the effective
Pauli operators Xi, Yi, Zi through the following map-
ping: Xi ≡ Pm
(
di + d
†
i
)
Pm, Yi ≡ iPm
(
di − d†i
)
Pm,
Zi ≡ 2d†idi − 1 [6, 18]. The phase diagram of the XXZ
model is know pretty well. For instance, it has the fer-
romagnetic, the canted XY, and the anti-ferromagnetic
phases [19], which correspond respectively to the Mott
state, the superfluidity state, and the checkerboard
state (one occupation every other sites) of the dressed
molecules. It also has more exotic quantum phases
(RVB spin liquids etc.) if the lattice geometry induces
frustration of the above spin orders [20].
In summary, we have derived the effective Hamiltonian
for fermionic atoms in an optical lattice across broad Fes-
hbach resonance, taking into account of both the multi-
band configurations and the direct neighboring interac-
tions. In certain limits, this Hamiltonian is reduced to
either the t-J model for the fermionic atoms or the XXZ
model for the local dressed molecules. The latter two
models connect to many fundamental physics associated
with many-body systems.
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